
SMALL LATIN AND THE CLASSICS
By c. O. BRINK

'0'LEVEL Latin is small Latin. It is very small Latin indeed. Why
should a classical scholar be exercised by its problems? Why

should a schoolmaster be exercised by them if his heart is in sixth-form
Classics? Why indeed should anyone be interested?

During the recent controversy on entrance requirements for Oxford
and Cambridge a curious but unmistakable reluctance could be observed
among classical scholars in the universities. I mean the reluctance to
defend or even pay attention to the precarious position of Latin as an
entrance requirement. Those teaching Classics at provincial universities
felt that this was a matter for the ancient universities since they them-
selves had no such requirements. And to many in the ancient universities
small Latin seemed altogether too small to engage their attention. Hence
the feeling, nihil ad nos. In any case, Latin, they argued, was firmly
entrenched in the bigger schools, and faculty demands in all universities
would do the rest.

It seemed to me then, as it seems to me now, that such talk misses the I {
point. It we judge the subject by the numbers of pupils and teachers
engaged on it, and indeed by the hours spent by them, we must conclude
that small Latin is an important subject at an importantstage of school
education. If it is so important, it should have been kept as an entrance
requirement. But no agreement could be reached on its educational
virtues. What are its benefits for education at large and for Classics? In
order to determine what benefits are now possible, we should remember
that small Latin and large Classics have got out of step. Small Latin no
longer leads to. large Latin or Classics, at any rate for a majority of those
who learn it. What it does lead to should be of concern to all.

How many of the young learn Latin up to Ordinary level? The
numbers are in the published reports of the Ministry of Education.
In 1958 (the year marked by the public agitation which finally brought the
Latin requirement down) entries for '0' level Latin in England and
Wales numbered more than 44,000. This is almost one-third of the
whole grammar-school population at the age of c. 15-surely a figure
large enough to attract some attention. But it is also a rather bulky figure
and much depends on its component parts. I put some of the quest inn ,
thus suggested to the experts of the Ministry of Education. ) WIIH ~I .11 till
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to them for allowing me to draw on their answers when I addressed
the annual meeting of the Classical Association at Southampton in 1960.
Once again I make bold to draw on their information. It is pleasing
to see these large numbers. It would be uncritical not to analyse them.

Anyone attempting a guess at the numerical peak in the learning of
grammar-school Latin would presumably put it at 15+, at '0' level.
That answer, however, would be erroneous. The peak, in both main-
tained and direct-grant schools (not of course in independent public
schools), is at 13+. There is an appreciable loss of numbers after the
third year of Latin, and another after the fourth. Here the percentages
of 1958 are not without interest. In the third year, at 13+, more than
50 per cent. of the children were learning Latin; in the fourth year, at
14+, the figure dropped to about 35 per cent.; and in the '0' level year,
at 15+, there was a further drop to about 27 per cent. of all. This, I am
given to understand, is the usual ratio. Clearly, then, every year there
are thousands of children who abandon Latin before reaching the
Ordinary level. Out of the four or five years most usually spent on this
subject they spend only three years or less. Are these years well spent?
This is the large question posed by the Latin course below '0' level.
This will remain a question even if numbers should now fall.

The character of the group entering for the '0' level examination
raises another problem. In fact there is not one group, but one plus
several. In 1958 there were c. 33,580 Latinists aged 15-16. But the
number entering for '0' level was much larger: it exceeded the former
by more than 10,500. All of these had obviously been working for an
'0' level pass to enter a university. How this large group was composed
cannot be determined. Some must have interrupted their Latin courses
only to resume them later. Others must have started the language to
satisfy a university demand at Oxford or Cambridge, or a faculty demand
elsewhere. Finally there were the unfortunates who had failed their
'0' level examination after a full course and were now trying again.
One is moved to query the content of '0' level courses for older candi-
dates.

Here, then, are some formidable problems, some of them, no doubt,
well known to those who teach and examine Latin at '0' level. The
number of '0' level Latinists is large and likely to remain large for some
time. Does the subject give them the benefit that they could receive
from it? Are the courses lasting four to five years reasonable entities?
Are the four to five years used to best advantage? Next, the three-year
courses that never reach a level described as '0'. What do they teach?
What can they teach? Here again large numbers are involved. Finally,
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'0' level teaching for the older candidates. Is the approach sufficiently
mature for sixth-form boys or girls?

These were the questions that some of us raised when the Classical
Association held its annual meeting at Southampton in 1960. The
meeting, of over 200, did an unusual thing for the Classical Association.
It voted on a resolution. It resolved 'that this meeting recommends a
general reconsideration of the aims and syllabus of the Ordinary Level
Latin Examination, with special reference to the requirements of the
non-specialists'. With gratifying dispatch the Council of the Association
and its Education Sub-Committee acted on the resolution. They
compiled a questionnaire reflecting our discussion, and sent it to the
Branches. The answers to the questionnaire are considered below. The
present Supplement also debates the issues inherent in the teaching of
small Latin today. Other steps have been mooted and should be wel-
comed. Teachers, headmasters, and examination boards may well wish
to take stock of the situation.
This situation will be assessed differently by different observers. Its

most characteristic feature seems to me to be the relation between small
Latin and Classics, or rather the increasing lack of a relationship.
Historically, small Latin ('0' level, and its predecessor, the school
certificate) inherited the claim to be a preliminary to a full classical
education. That happened at a time when education and classical
education were more synonymous than they are believed to be now.
At present small Latin greatly outnumbers large. '0' level Latinists

learn something of the language; but this is the preliminary to a classical
education which never follows. Small Latin appears to have become
what it was clearly not designed to be--a mainstay of a general education
at the middle stage of the grammar schools. _
There is plenty of life in small Latin. The course may survive if it

fulfils two functions which it can fulfil. One is general. Along with
mathematics (or the remnant of mathematics not replaced by 'nature
study') it resists those planners who want to push specialization hack
into the middle school. Small Latin and mathematics together will make
it more difficult to produce 'little scientists' and 'little arts children' III
that stage, Grammar-school education needs all the small Latin it ~'1I1\

get. The other function seems to me more specific. If small Lutin ill to
be more than the preliminary to a classicaleducation which neve lol1f1WII,
then it ought to make some sense on its own. It ought to lit .111.11 11'.11

education, however lamentable and limited. For many, Mlllldl I,utn
will be the only Latin-or Classics-they will ever get. Mill C11\ I', \ It 11111

one generation ortwo, the small Latinists will be likely to I'" I IIJI IIlIly
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kind of Latinity, albeit a modicum, to be found outside the ranks of
scholars and teachers. I prefer a modicum of Latinity to its complete
absence outside our subject.
My conclusion is simple. Small Latin, if it is to survive, must learn

to live in a house of its own. The course as a whole calls for considera-
tion. What' 0' level Latin lacks is a clearly defined purpose. The course
can either be, chiefly, an exercise in elementary prose composition,
English into Latin. Or it can be, chiefly, an exercise in translation and
reading, Latin into English. Personally I believe the latter to be the
natural choice for this course. Far too little Latin is now read, partly
because the Latin which is attempted is often too hard, and partly
because too much time is spent (to cite a classical headmaster's recent
letter to me), 'slogging away at English-Latin sentences if the boys are
ever to reach '0' level standard as things are now'. But whether it is
English into Latin, or Latin into English, I suggest that it should be
chiefly a one-way road. The sophisticated dual carriage-way of the
classical tradition asks too much of the small Latinist, and offers him too
little.

These suggestions are made merely ambulando. I certainly cannot
suggest solutions, and would not if I could. There is plenty of experi-
ment, both in the teaching and the examining of elementary Latin.
There are large areas where opinions can and must legitimately differ.
But on one proposition, I hope, agreement should not be impossible.
I mean the proposition that '0' level Latin needs to be scrutinized as a
whole and on its own merits.


